
I joined Twitter (twitter.com) several months ago, and covered it 
here as a social media tool for equine businesses. Even early 
on I thought it had useful marketing applications, but I was 
reserving any over-the-top enthusiasm until I’d had a chance 
to explore it further. About eight weeks of firsthand experience 
later, I will say there are definitely more than a few upsides.

Twitter works on a ‘microblogging’ principle of 140 characters 
per post or ‘tweet,’ centered on the question of ‘what are you 
doing now?’ People find and follow your tweets; you find and 
follow the tweets of others. Sounds simple, right? But this is 
where things start to get interesting.

Real-World and Real-Time
One business just announced they’re hiring someone to tweet 
for them; that’s right, it’s now a career path! As for other uses, 
I’ll share some actual applications I’ve both seen and done:

- Building community: I’ve now got followers from all across 
the U.S., and overseas. I’ve learned about projects other horse 
people are up to, gotten breaking news from my ‘tweeps’ (twit-
speak for followers) before it’s hit the regular equine news 
media, and I’ve even begun some nice friendships.

Twitter allows people to get together over shared interests; you 
literally can find a ‘twibe’ (tribe) of people who like the same 
things you do. Yes, there’s a horse twibe! Following more people 
means more tweets show up in your timeline; but you can also 
‘protect’ your account, so that only authorized people are 
allowed to tweet you and vice versa.

- Support and Feedback: As someone who usually works solo,  
having others chime in on my work is a rare occurrence. But 
with Twitter, I was able to ask for, and get, instant feedback on 
several website redesign and business card prototypes. What 
I ended up with was FAR superior to what I started with, and it 
came together very quickly. Plus, it was fun!

- Business Opportunities: When you’re tweeting and ‘re-
tweeting,’ building relationships is a natural outcome, and doing 
business with people you like happens organically. In the past 
week alone, I was asked by a Scottish travel consultant to write 
a guest blog post about equine travel; was hired for marketing 
and PR strategy by an equine photographer based in New York 
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state; and exchanged emails with an established equine web 
design maven about helping her clients with their marketing 
strategy. All because I spend some time each day connecting 
and sharing with real people, virtually.

In Summary
I’m a fan now, but Twitter isn’t perfect. There are still spammers 
and such to watch out for. It can be addicting, and a major 
source of time suckage if you’re not careful. I still think your 
Twitter decisions depend on your overall marketing strategy, 

requiring forethought if your Twitter account is a business rather 
than a personal one; after all, you’re still representing your 
brand. But social media, whether Facebook or YouTube or Twit-
ter, appears to be here to stay, and the savvy equine business 
will harness that phenomenon and make it work for them.

_______

There’s No Biz Like Horse Biz is the new name for my monthly  
column on marketing your equine business. Now into my fourth 
year of writing in FTHM, this column is part of my work to help 
equine businesses succeed through improved marketing. You 
can sign up for my email list at www.KempEquine.com. Let’s 
have some fun with the horse biz!

Many thanks to American Horse Publications for the 
Honorable Mention on my photograph (above), entered in their 
recent member photo contest! (www.americanhorsepubs.com) 

On Twitter? Follow me: @KempEquine
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All brands and trademarks mentioned are the property of their 
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This is a reprint from the July 2009 issue of From the Horse’s Mouth. For reprint information or permission, 
please contact the author, Lisa Kemp, at 847-220-0740. No use without permission, thanks.


